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An access control management protocol for Internet of things devices
M. Taylor, D. Reilly, B. Lempereur, Liverpool John Moores University
Abstract
Internet enabled computing devices are increasingly at risk of misuse by individuals or
malware. Initially such misuse was targeted mainly at computers, however there is increasing
targeting of tablet and smartphone devices. In this paper we examine an access control
management protocol for Internet of things devices in order to attempt to provide some
protection against misuse of such devices. Although anti-malware software is commonly used
in computers, and is increasingly being used for tablets and smartphones, this may be a less
practicable approach for Internet of things devices. The access control management protocol
for Internet of things devices examined in this paper involves the use of physical proximity
‘registration’ for remote control of such devices, encryption of communications, verification
of geo-location of the mobile device used to control the IoT device, safe operation controls,
and exception reporting as a means of providing a tiered security approach for such devices.
Keywords: Internet security access control

Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) enables the integration of data from virtual and physical worlds.
1
The Internet of Things involves smart objects that can understand and react to their
environment in a variety of industrial, commercial and household settings. 2 As the Internet of
Things (IoT) expands the number of connected devices, there is the potential to allow cyber
attackers into the physical world in which we live, as they seize on security holes in these new
systems. 3 New security issues arise through the heterogeneity of IoT applications and devices
and large scale deployment of such.
Vulnerabilities may be introduced via careless program design that creates opportunities for
malware or misuse amongst the wide variety of IoT applications and devices. Large-scale
deployment of IoT devices creates a more complex security landscape than has previously
existed. 4 The IoT paradigm involves new features, mechanisms and dangers that cannot be
completely addressed through the classical formulation of security problems. 5 The IoT requires
a new security paradigm that considers security from a holistic perspective that includes actors
and their interactions. Researchers had previously highlighted the need for security for IoTbased applications. 6, 7, 8 Although previous research had advocated multi-layer approaches to
IoT security this had been limited to mainly theoretical examinations of multi-layer security at
a generic level. 9, 10
The originality of the research presented in this paper concerns a multi-tiered security approach
for Internet of Things (IoT) devices that incorporates physical proximity controls, geo-location
checking, instruction encryption, embedded controls, and exception reporting. In particular, the
geo-locational aspects of the approach represent a novel and innovative use of existing
technologies to provide additional security defences over those currently used for IoT devices.
The technical challenge addressed by this research is the development of a practical approach
to IoT security. The novel contribution of the research presented in this paper is a multi-tiered
IoT security approach that combines physical proximity device registration, geo-location

confirmation for instruction authorisation, instruction encryption, embedded safe use logic, and
separate channel instruction confirmation. Although any one of the security layers might easily
be compromised, it is the combination of security tiers that would make compromise far more
challenging. In addition, the multi-tiered approach to IoT security examined in this paper would
be inexpensive to implement since it involves commonly available technologies and
techniques, which are combined in a novel integrated manner.

Literature review
Internet of things
The Internet of Things (IoT) allows people and things to be connected anytime, anyplace, with
anything and anyone, ideally using any path or network and any service. 11 The Internet of
Things offers the capability of integrating information from both physical and virtual worlds.
The IoT enables the capability of inferring the status of real-world entities with minimal delay
using a web browser. The combination of the Internet and emerging technologies including
near-field communications, real-time localization, and embedded sensors allow everyday
objects to be transformed into smart objects that can understand and react to their environment.
The Internet of Things, requires semantically rich, high-level protocols and agents to make it
usable for humans, as well as basic underlying infrastructure protocols that can support mobile
connected devices, each of which might communicate infrequently but must be reachable at all
times. 12
Misuse of Internet enabled devices
Advances in technology and the growth of the internet have as a consequence heralded an
increase in the number of vulnerabilities being identified, as well as an increase in the
complexity of system administration and incident handling. 13 The negative impact of IoT on
society may be aggravated as data from sensors are used together with personal data already
available in potentially malicious ways. 14 To the extent that everyday objects become
information security risks, the IoT could distribute those risks far more widely than the Internet
has previously done. 15 The disruption or dysfunction of devices in an IoT infrastructure could
create significant threats to operation and reliability, which is an ever-increasing concern for
the deployment of IoT technology. 16 The IoT poses a number of new issues in terms of trust
in relation to the IoT system layers, that is the physical device layer, the network layer, and the
application layer. Measures ensuring the Internet of Thing’s resilience to attacks, data
authentication, access control and client privacy need to be established.
Internet of things security approaches
Current proposals to implement secure end-to-end communications between smart objects and
Internet hosts mostly target the transport layer, in particular by proposing modified versions of
the SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) protocol. 17 Internet and web based applications are widely
used and different types of access control models have appeared, such as Role Based Access
Control (RBAC), Context Aware Access Control (CWAC), and Policy Based Access Control.
18
The constrained application protocol (CoAP) can be applied to protect the transmission of
sensitive information to and from IoT devices. Secure CoAP mandates the use of datagram
transport layer security (DTLS) as the underlying security protocol for authenticated and
confidential communication. 19, 20

There could be varied security risks associated with deploying IoT-based applications. For
example, vulnerabilities associated with smart cities, where sensors could control almost
everything, from water management to power networks, or risks to individuals such as risks
from misusing and manipulating IoT objects that could include the critical driving elements of
a smart car or medical connected devices that provide a patient with precise doses of medicine.
There is a need for security quantification to improve the quality of protection of IoT-based
applications. Traditional security countermeasures and privacy enforcement cannot be directly
applied to IoT technologies due to their limited computing power, and moreover the high
number of interconnected devices presents scalability issues. 21 Existing research on the topic
of security in the Internet of Things mainly provides an overview of the generic problems,
without considering the impact of specific features. Cryptography techniques for IoT systems
can easily be broken because of the weak secure nature of IoT devices and the wireless
environment. 22 Compromised nodes could lead to insider attacks without being detected by
any cryptography checking, thus there is a need for intrusion detection with IoT systems to
raise an alarm in the case of any anomaly.
Although previous research had examined the security requirements and challenges for the
Internet of Things along with generic security considerations for different enabling
technologies and the implications to various applications. 23 Previous research had advocated
multi-layer approaches to IoT security, however this mainly concerned theoretical
examinations of multi-layer security at a generic level.

Research method
An access control management protocol for Internet of things devices was developed based
upon a multidisciplinary literature review of existing research in internet based security.
Internet of Things security will realistically require an explicit mapping between IoT device
Identities and Internet user identities. By using the concept of threat modeling it is possible to
understand how an attacker might be able to compromise an IoT application. Compromise
could occur by pretending to be an authorised user of an IoT device in terms of either sending
instructions or receiving data from the IoT device, or altering or intercepting instructions or
data from the IoT device, or causing the IoT device to carry out actions that might be harmful.
Compromise could potentially occur not just to individual IoT devices, but to numerous IoT
devices within one building, or even to large numbers of IoT devices in an area or region. Based
upon analysis of available technologies for security of IoT applications, the multi-tiered
security approach detailed below was developed in order to attempt to address the possible
types of security compromises that could occur.
In terms of the technical architecture of the access control management protocol for Internet of
things devices a Bluetooth enabled mobile device would communicate via the Bluetooth Low
Energy protocol to “register” with an IoT device (for example a cooker within a household).
Bluetooth Low Energy protocol signals only work over a short distance (up to 50m), and this
provides a layer of proximity security, in other words, the IoT device will only accept
instructions from mobile devices that have been in close physical proximity. An application on
a mobile device would send a unique Id field via Bluetooth Low Energy protocol to the IoT
device. The geo-location from the mobile device would be stored on a text file on the IoT
device, and would be used to define the geo-location of the IoT device. The application on the
mobile device would allow access from any geo-location with Internet access within a specified
radius from the IoT device to the text file (stored on the IoT device itself). The mobile device
application allows the user to insert an instruction record on the text file containing for example

Id, temperature, start time and end time fields for a cooker with IoT capabilities. The
application on the mobile device would also ‘listen’ for response entries on the text file. If the
Id of a response record equals the Id stored on the mobile device then an SMS message from
the text file would be displayed on the mobile device.
An application on the IoT device would ‘listen’ for a Bluetooth Low Energy signal to accept
an Id from the mobile device, and would store the Id in memory. The application on the IoT
device would then ‘listen’ for instruction entries on the text file (stored on the IoT device itself).
If the Id of an instruction record equals the Id that had been stored via a Bluetooth Low Energy
signal, then the application would read the temperature, start time and end time fields in the
example of an IoT enabled cooker. If the temperature value is outside a pre-set range stored
on the IoT device, or the end time – start time duration is outside a pre-set range stored on the
IoT device, or the combination of temperature and cooking time is greater than a pre-set value,
or the cooker temperature is above a set value at the start time of the instruction, then the
application on the IoT device would insert a response record on the text file containing the Id
and an ‘Invalid instruction’ field. In this manner embedded ‘safe operation controls’ stored on
the IoT device add another separate layer of IoT security. If the values are in the acceptable
ranges then a response record is inserted on the text file containing the Id and instruction values
and an ‘Instructions accepted’ field, which would then be displayed by the application on the
mobile device on the screen of the mobile device.
This demonstrates proof of concept for the multi-tiered IoT security approach for controlling
an IoT device via the example of an oven with IoT capabilities. Security would be required
even for such a simple application on an IoT enabled oven, otherwise malicious individuals, or
malware could alter the temperature and the cooking time of the IoT oven, and with sufficiently
flammable foodstuffs in the oven could easily cause a fire. If such actions were carried out over
an area or region, there could be the potential for numerous building fires.

Research results
The Internet of Things access control management protocol developed consisted of a multitiered security approach that included:
Identification Layer: Proximity ‘registration’ of mobile device(s) with an IoT device using
Bluetooth Low energy communication to identify the mobile device to the IoT device.
Transmission Layer: Encryption of signals between the mobile device(s) and the IoT device
would be performed using an encryption mechanism suitable for the capabilities of the IoT
device.
Verification Layer: Geo-location verification to confirm that the mobile device(s) is / are within
a pre-defined radius from an IoT device as identified by the Northing and Easting.
Validation Layer: Safe operation parameters are stored in embedded code in the IoT device to
ensure that only valid (safe) instructions are accepted by the IoT device. If “group based”
access is allowed to an IoT device, this ensures that safe operation parameters are applied to
“resultant” instructions from more than one mobile device.

Reporting Layer: Notification is sent to ‘registered’ mobile devices of confirmed (accepted)
instructions or a warning of invalid instructions by the IoT device, via a separate channel such
as SMS messaging.
The more the above layers are ‘separated’ the more secure the system would be. Thus for
example, an attacker might be able to spoof the identity of an authorised user, however they
would still need to be within the defined geo-location area, or spoof their geo-location. Even
then the validation layer would prevent unsafe operations, unless this too was overcome. If all
these layers were overcome, the user would at least be notified that an action (which they had
not instructed) had taken place via the separate SMS channel (unless this too was
compromised). So although each individual layer of the IoT application could be overcome, an
attack would need to be particularly sophisticated to overcome all the separate security layers.
In addition to the above security layers, another security feature could be that any manual
controls entered physically on the device would override any delivered via the Internet, so that
a householder could override manually if for example the oven was unexpectedly turned on.
To guard against persons physically entering the household and manually attempting to
compromise an IoT device, the embedded safe operation controls would prevent unsafe
operation, and the SMS messaging could be used to inform the legitimate user than the oven
was being used. In terms of digital forensics a text file could be stored on the IoT device (or on
the ISP server) to record the instructions sent (and messages received) between the mobile
device(s) and IoT device.
Physical proximity registration
Zhang K. et al (2014) commented that Internet of Things (IoT) are vulnerable to Sybil attacks
where attackers can manipulate fake identities or abuse pseudo-identities to compromise the
effectiveness of the IoT. 24 Physical proximity registration using short distance Bluetooth Low
Energy communications that operate only up to a range of 50m could limit the setting up of
fake identities.
Encryption of communications
The suitability of existing cryptographic techniques for Internet of Things (IoT) devices
requires appropriate analysis to ensure that given cryptographic algorithms can successfully be
implemented within the constrained memory and processor speeds present in IoT devices. 25,
26
There is a need for lightweight and efficient implementations of security protocols and
cryptographic algorithms for IoT applications.
Geo-location verification
Geolocation could be a part of IoT access control, but this would require a deeper analysis in
order to assess the adaptability to different IoT scenarios. 27 Typically, for any given IoT device,
a user would not normally operate such a device outside a given locality, especially for home
based devices. However, in certain instances for example when a householder might go on
holiday, the geo-location usage radius might be extended.
Safe operation controls

Fault tolerance becomes essential in the design of IoT devices and applications, IoT devices
need to be resilient to attacks. 28 In the example of an IoT oven, the following safe operation
logic could be applied, in order to demonstrate proof of concept:
If temperature control variable < 100
Then error message
If temperature control variable > 250
Then error message
If End time – Start time > 5 hours
Then error message
If temperature control variable X (End time – Start time) > 500
Then error message
If temperature > 40 C at start time
Then error message
The last embedded control “If temperature > 40 C at start time” could help to prevent attempts
to override safe operation by repeatedly turning the cooker on and off and thus building up the
temperature. In the case of an IoT enabled oven the cooking End time and Start time variables
might be stored in hours format e.g. 14:30, and the temperature variable would be stored in
degrees Celsius.
Exception reporting
Through exception reporting, the users of IoT applications can be informed of unusual activity
related to the IoT application. 29, 30 Figure 1 shows a class diagram for an IoT application that
controls a cooker based upon the multi-tiered security approach discussed in this paper.

Figure 1. Class diagram showing the data and functions for an IoT enabled cooker that
implements the multi-tier IoT security approach.

Evaluation
To demonstrate the multi-tiered IoT security approach discussed in this paper we shall take the
example of an Internet of things enabled cooker. Different types of security breaches for an
IoT cooker could include:
•

Interception of data transmitted between the user of the IoT cooker and the IoT cooker
itself. This might be used to determine when someone might or might not be in the
dwelling (since instructions might be more typically entered manually when someone
was in the dwelling).

•

Blocking or disruption of data transmitted between the user of the IoT cooker and the
IoT cooker itself. This might be used to maliciously disrupt the operations of the IoT
cooker.

•

Manipulation of data transmitted between the IoT user and the IoT cooker. This could
be used to maliciously alter the operation of the IoT cooker.

•

Unathorised use of the IoT cooker, this could involve malicious operation of the IoT
cooker.

•

Unathorised modification of embedded software in the IoT cooker. This could concern
both present and future malicious operation of the IoT cooker.
The different security layers in the multi-tiered security approach described in this paper would
counter the different types of potential security breaches:
•

The use of encryption to reduce the likelihood of interception or manipulation of data
transmitted.

•

The use of separate communication channels for data transmission from the user to the
IoT cooker, and from the IoT cooker to the user. This could reduce the likelihood of
blocking or disruption.

•

The use of proximity registration and geo-location confirmation to reduce the likelihood
of unauthorised use.

•

The use of embedded software controls to reduce the likelihood of malicious (and
potentially dangerous) operation of the IoT cooker.

•

The use of separate communication channels and embedded software controls to reduce
the likelihood of successful modification of embedded software, since such code would
potentially need to be altered in a number of ways to prevent the user becoming aware
of malicious code changes via the separate communication channel.

Existing approaches to IoT security typically either provide theoretical generic multi-layered
models or concentrate on specific aspects of IoT security such as communication protocols, or
encryption approaches. 31
The level of security provided by the multi-tiered approach to IoT security discussed in this
paper can be modelled to quantify the risk exposure 32 by the formula:
Pi x Pg x Pe x Ps x Pw
Where Pi = probability of overcoming IoT device registration (identifying and using id code
used for IoT device instructions, data and messages)
Pg = probability of overcoming IoT device geo-location controls (identifying and using a geolocation within a set radius from the IoT device)
Pe = probability of overcoming encryption used to communicate with the IoT device
Ps = probability of overcoming the safe operation code embedded in the IoT device
Pw = probability of overcoming warning messages sent via separate communication channel to
the mobile device.
These probabilities represent mutually exclusive events. Although the security tiers all adopt
existing technologies, the novelty of the research presented in this paper concerns the combined
use of the different technologies via a multi-tiered framework that reduces the probability of
compromise of an IoT application due to the separation of the security controls provided in
each of the tiers. The technical challenge addressed in this paper is the development of a

reliable, inexpensive and operationally sound approach to security for IoT applications based
upon commonly available low cost technologies.
The originality of the research presented in this paper concerns a multi-tiered security approach
for Internet of Things (IoT) devices that incorporates an integrated set of security layers
including physical proximity controls, geo-location checking, instruction encryption,
embedded controls, and exception reporting. In particular, the geo-locational aspects of the
approach represent a novel and innovative use of existing technologies to provide additional
security defences over those currently used for IoT devices.

Conclusions
Misuse of IoT devices could occur via malicious individuals or via malware. Any given type
of access control management security measure could potentially be breached. Adopting a
multi-tiered approach to IoT access management security makes misuse more difficult since a
number of separate ‘independent’ layers of security would need to be breached.
The novelty of the research presented in this paper concerns the development of a practical,
low-cost multi-tiered approach to security for IoT applications that combines physical
proximity registration of an IoT device, encryption of communications between mobile devices
and the IoT device, geo-location verification, embedded safe operation controls and exception
/ confirmation reporting. The low-cost aspect of the approach is achieved through the use of
commonly existing available technologies that are combined together in a novel manner.
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